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helen toner: you could have an american language learning ai that learns english and then can essentially listen to
any american english speaker and find out what theyre saying about us topics. and you can have a chinese

language learning ai that finds out what its hearing from the chinese news agencies about chinese things and its
going to be, in the same way that the american one is, able to do pretty accurate translation of what its hearing. in
that case, i think its pretty clear that that american one can be used to do american interests, and the chinese one
can be used to do chinese interests, even if theyre not controlled by the chinese government. so theres no reason
that it cant be used to say, oh, well, if thats the case, let me try to get some political influence by, say, putting a
propagandist in that other ai. helen toner: and theres another thing about it. there are actually some recent ai
algorithms that can pretty automatically generate news stories from a few source sentences and a topic. and

theres a level of sophistication to them that, i think, some of the experiments that ive been involved in, weve yet
to even begin understanding how to make a technology that, like, can synthesize something that people would

actually be interested in reading in order to spread things about the us. and i think its likely that, as ai moves more
and more beyond the research environment, there will be, of course, all sorts of techniques that people find

incredibly useful that doesnt have any kind of reasonable oversight, and i think that thats probably the biggest risk
that people would have, but i think that, on the balance, i think theres more risk that people wont be able to find

ways to keep it from doing things that threaten their interests. thats because its tools that theyre giving it,
because all of these ai tools, theyre open source. and i think its the responsibility of the ai people to figure out how

to use these tools, not to restrict them.
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helen toner: so yeah, i think its a very
difficult question. i think it is important to

note that ai development is, and we should
always remember this, is going to be a long
process. and so when we talk about the next
five years, we have to remember that we are

talking about a long-term, medium-term,
and that 5 years is really only the beginning

of the phase of ai development where we
have to decide how its going to be used.
and, you know, we have to think about

questions like, how do we want to use it?
how much are we willing to put at risk to use

it? how do we deploy it? and all of these
questions are going to be resolved over the

next 10, 20, 30, 40 years. helen toner: i
think one of the things thats really important

to keep in mind about ai is that its not a
single technology. its not a single set of

tools. it really is a spectrum of technologies,
from very basic ai technologies, and its
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important to remember that all of these
technologies have both military and non-

military uses. and for a lot of the
technologies that we talk about, the non-

military uses are really important, because
theyre creating the core infrastructure that
we need to have the society of the future,

whether its financial services, healthcare, or
the number of things that we can use these

technologies for. helen toner: a lot of the
technologies we have talked about today,

like deep learning, machine learning, even a
lot of the technologies from which the ai

systems are building on today, you know, is
that an image recognition system that can
recognize objects in an image is a lot of the
time the same thing as the stuff that people

have been doing with optical character
recognition for the last 50 years. 5ec8ef588b
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